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ABSTRACT: 

This study aims at exposing the fact that how powerful looking personalities exploite language to 

justify themselves, and how it can be studied from the analysis of spoken texts, following Paul 

Grice's Cooperative Principle and derived Maxims , (1975). In this study, it is tried to show that 

high political personalities,  when appear on Television in front of their public, how they attempt 

to prove themselves. Through the analysis of Prime Minister's interaction with his people 

,through live calls, broadcast by PTV News as PRIME MINISTER ONLINE PROGRAMME , 

the researchers tried to reveal how a strong attempt of self justification has been made by Mr 

PM. It also suggests that how authoritative persons can manipulate language by playing upon 

words in order to give them meanings of their own favour. In other words, this analysis reveals 

how speakers colour the choices to produce particular shades of meanings which are not always 

conceivable to all readers. 
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__________________________________________________________________ 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 Language, a divine gift with which only human beings are bestowed neither animals nor 

plants, is a human ability for acquiring, learning and using complex system of communication. It 

is a tool of sharing human thoughts and feelings. Through language human beings express ideas, 

comprehensively, either as individuals or as part of the society.  
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Kanil wishewshi says , 

 "The function of language as a communication tool is very important. It performs 

so many functions of requesting, apologizing, informing, ordering as well as promising 

and refusing." 

Karul Karus says, 

"Language is the mother of thought".                                                                                    It is a 

specific kind of code that is used to communicate ideas and express wants and needs. People for 

their routine conversation use language and the study of language in use is called ‘Discourse’, 

As Fasold Said, 

             " Discourse Analysis is the study of language in use."  

      (Fasold, 1990  :p65) 

Discourse can be defined as a' verbal communication' ' talk 'or 'conversation'. 

      (Collin’s dictionary of English) 

Discourse Analysis is mainly concerned with real speech situations and conversation exchanges 

in which utterances are focused. Surface meanings are always different from the real ones. And 

the purpose of discourse analysis is to unmask those hidden meanings. In natural spoken 

discourse, utterances are rarely preplanned. So unplanned utterances are full of false starts, 

pauses, unfinished remarks etc. Yet grammarians do not consider them wrong. Conversations 

made up of utterances are part of our everyday life which can be termed as' spoken discourse’. 

Linguists did take a closer look at spoken discourses and found out about the Cooperative 

Principle. It describes how people interact with one another, they work together to achieve some 

goal in a conversation and they usually attempt to be truthful, informative, relevant, brief and 

clear .  

The linguist Paul Grice has proposed for the first time, a notion, defining as Cooperative 

Principle in 1975. 

Cooperative Principle (Theory): 

   Paul Grice observed that for a successful communication, both people 

involved in a conversation try to be cooperative. According to Grice we assume and we must 

assume that the participants in a conversation normally attempt to be informative, truthful, 

relevant and clear.                                      

Grice's  Cooperative Principle states that a speaker is assumed to make a contribution that is 

adequate but not overly informative ,does not believe to be false, is relevant and clear avoids 

ambiguity and is orderly. 

       (De Kuthy, 2001) 

Conversational Maxims: 
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   This cooperative principle is an umbrella term for nine components that 

guide how we communicate; these nine components are grouped together into four categories, 

called the Maxims of Conversation. 

Maxim of Quality: Truth. 

 Do not lie.  

            Do not say things which you can not back up.  

Maxim of Quantity: Information  

            Do not say too little. 

            Do not say too much.                                                                                                                       

Maxim of Relevance : 

           Be relevant  

Maxim of Manner: 

  Be clear. 

  Be bref. 

  Be orderly . 

  Avoid cloudy expressions. 

These four maxims bend the ordinary structure and assumption about speech. They arise from 

Pragmatics of Natural languages. The important thing about these maxims is that they generate 

implicatures .Sometimes surface meanings only cannot be reliable . Circumstantial meanings 

also play important role. Circumstances indicate that speaker is not following the maxims. So 

listener tends to look for other meanings that can be implied. 

Flouting of Maxims: 

 Grice states that all people do not follow the maxims of conversation. If someone is not 

obeying the maxims of conversation it is said that he or she is violating or flouting the maxims. 

People normally flout the maxims for some reason, usually to imply something the speaker 

wants the listener to understand. A speaker is not required to follow conversational maxims all 

the time. So he/she may violate them and this violation can be both intentional and unintentional. 

If it is intentional, it hides some special meanings or has some purpose behind it. 

Discussion: 

 The Cooperative Principle goes in both ways. Speaker observes the Cooperative Principle 

and listener assumes that speaker is observing it. They, speaker and listener, sender and receiver, 

cooperate with one another in order to promote interaction through shared knowledge. 
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          These maxims can be better conceived if taken as describing the assumptions listeners 

normally make about describing the way speaker will talk ,rather than prescriptions for how one 

ought to talk. 

Philosopher Kent Batch writes:  

 "We need first to get clear on the character of Grice's maxims. They are not 

sociological generalizations about speech nor they use moral prescription or proscriptions 

on what to say or communicate. Although Grice presented them in the form of guidelines 

for how to communicate successfully I think they are better construed as presumption 

about utterances, presumptions that we as listeners rely on and as speakers exploit" 

(Batch, 2005) 

Flouting of conversational maxims is even more interesting than following them, as when 

speaker violates them he /she implies some other hidden meanings .The importance lies with 

what was not said .For example, “I have headache" is in violation of quality and quantity of 

spoken language however in context (e.g. when someone has suggested watching a TV talk 

show) the reasoning behind this fragment sentence becomes clear. 

 Grice's theory has been criticized for two major reasons. One is his argument that 

cooperative conversation, as with most social behavior, is culturally determined therefore the 

Gricean maxims and the Cooperative Principle can not be universally applied due to intercultural 

differences.  The second major charge is that Gricean Maxims are easy to misinterpret as a 

guideline for etiquette, teaching speakers on how to be moral, polite conversationalists. However 

the Gricean Maxims merely meant to describe the commonly accepted traits of successful 

cooperative communication. 

Literature Review:                                                                                          

 Cooperative Principle, if it is not one of the most worked on models in linguistics, it is even not 

the least worked on. Many researchers have conducted researches by applying cooperative 

principles or speech maxims on different texts, to prove their point. 

According to Coulthard,                                                                                                                     

"One can usefully apply Grice’s Cooperative Principle and derived maxims to the      

literary texts, both to the readers and writers interaction and to the reported interaction 

within the text."          

       (Coulthard, 1985). 

 Dali has applied conversational maxims on Hemingway’s “Ten Indians”. 

He shows by discussing a passage from Ten Indians, how flouting of maxims by one character 

subtly constrains and controls questions by others. 

               (Dali, 1979) 

Ashraf Ahmad  exercised his efforts on the applications of Grice’s conversational maxims while 

analyzing some dialogues from Pinter’s “The  Care- Taker.” 
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This research is based on how the maxims can be exploited to gain an insight and full 

understandings in dialogues exchanges. 

Suwisha Narksuk’s study (2006) shows that Thai speakers often flout all maxims in their 

common conversation. She analyzed the conversation in Thai soap operas and her study shows 

how and why flouting maxims occur in the Thai language. 

Deeyu Srinarawat (2001), in the article “Indirectness as a communicative strategy of Thai 

speakers”, determines the forms and functions of indirect speech in Thai. His study is based 

mainly on the framework of Grice’s Cooperative Principle and the politeness principle of 

Leech.The analysis demonstrates that in order to create irony and sarcasm the speaker tends to 

flout the maxims. 

Another study is “Pragmatic analysis of verbal offers used by Snack Vendors in Malang”. By 

Kusumarasdyati. 

It describes that in the Indonesian language, flouting the Gricean Cooperative Principle and 

maxim can be found in verbal offers by Snack Vendors.In conclusion, this study shows that the 

four maxims are not strictly obeyed by in order to keep a conversation going smoothly. They can 

be violated or flouted for a specific purpose. 

Dornerous(2005) studied how scriptwriters break the maxims in the conversations in the TV 

scripts of the show “Desperate Housewives” and "That 70's show". Dornerus explained that 

maxims are important for scriptwriters in order to arouse the audience’s reaction and feelings. 

Application of conversational maxims: 

Now in this research paper, researchers have applied Gricean maxims of conversation on 

“PRIME MINISTER ONLINE PROGRAMME”. Their focus is on the flouting of maxims in the 

responses made by the Prime Minister (PM). They have tried to analyze the specific purpose of 

flouting the maxims, in that particular context from the answers given by the PM. 

SAMPLE  

Programme     : PRIME MINISTER ONLINE   

                                                                          PROGRAMME PTV News 

Date      :March 1
st
 2012 

Time       :20.00pm 

Anchor person PTV news                        : Nusrat Harris 

Representative of private media            :  Faisal Rehman Waqat News. 
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Opening and background: 

 At January 1
st
 2011 Pakistan Television news initiated a unique type of programme in 

which Prime Minister of Pakistan interacts with public through live calls. In the history of 

Pakistan for the first time it happened that a head of Government directly received public calls 

and answered them on television. Before it such type of efforts if exericised, they were recorded 

few hours or a day before broadcasting. But PTV news is presenting this programme live. 

 Pakistan television news is a public and commercial broadcasting television network as 

well as a mass-media state owned mega- corporation. It currently operates under the 

government- ownership management of Government of Pakistan. That is why it got the honour 

of broadcasting a programme with Prime Minister. 

Topic(s) of the programme: 

 In this programme PM himself answers the questions and concerns of his people whether 

political, social or personal so , declaring of any topic or topics under consideration in this 

programme is near to impossible. People asked about elections, memogate scandel ,suppositions 

and remours regarding danger for democracy, terrorism ,energy crises, educational system's 

problems, unemployment and so on. Hence this programme has variety of matters to be 

answered and brood upon. 

 There were two guests. One PM and other the anchor person of WAQAT NEWS, 

FAISAL REHMAN.The host of the programme NUSRAT HARIS herself was actively 

participating ,giving chances also to Mr Faisal Rehman and priority to the callers. The very first 

question was from host’s side and then the programme continues. 

ANALYSIS: 

NUSRAT HARIS 

 Kiya kahen gay ap jamhuriat ko koi khatra he ya nahi? 

PM: 

Dekhen jamhuriat ko  na koi pehle khatra tha our na koi ajj khatra he.   

                                                                      (URDU)                                                                                

Here, from researchers point of view maxims of quantity, relevance and manner are being 

followed by the PM. But there is flouting of the maxim of quality. In our country democracy is 

always being facing dangers. In the past it was often attacked by army dictaters and still this 

democratic government is in threat of army’s takeover. In so called memo gate written by 

president it was mentioned that my government is in danger. 

So here is clear violation of the maxim of quality but its not unconscious .PM is the present PM 

of a democratic government, accepting it that democracy is in danger is accepting that his 

governmentsis in danger and admitting his weakness regarding the stability of his government's 

rule. 
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That’s why he made this violation he wants to give a stable and powerful impression of his 

democratic rule. 

NUSRAT HARIS : 

 Aap ne kaha tha keh march mein chezen clear hoti hoe nazar aain ge. 

PM: 

 Main ne is lie kaha tha keh spring jo mausm he mausm-e- bahar to her cheez clear 

ho jae ge.    

                                                                                   (URDU)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 In this response only one maxim of quantity has been observed and the rest three maxims 

are flouted, maxims of quality, manner and to some extent in a particular sense maxim of 

relevance.  

 PM has created hight of ambiguity. Here he is trying to answer the anchor person under 

his mighty words. He is playing upon the word spring. Anchor person refers to the clearness of 

political weather, clouded by suppositions, predications and remours. Which obviously has no 

link with the clarity brought by spring season the sense in which PM has taken it. So his answer 

is irrelevant. He has beautifully dealt with Nusrats quary .Because he could not answer it exactly. 

There can be no effect of spring season on political atmosphere. Things were perhaps not going 

in the way as he was expecting and due to which he had predicted that in march things will be 

clear. Now as the mirror is displaying a different picture, he had to give a new colour to his old 

statement. 

Caller: Shahab Sikander Awan from Tillahgung  

Caller:  Elections agle saal hon ge ya app October mein elections karna chah rahe hen? 

PM:  Elections jo hein that’s a parogative of PM and certainly I have colaision partners aur 

colaision partners mere jo hein unki mashwrat ke sath hum jab bhi elections ka sochen ge 

to tab he electiosn hon ge. 

                                                                            (URDU) 

There is a clear flouting of maxim of manner and maxim of quantity. 

The question is clear cut , demanding a time frame for elections but the answer is ambiguous. 

PM has not given even a reference towards  any expected time for elections .Secondly his saying 

that  

Jab bhe elections ka soche gye to tab he elections ho gae (URDU) 

is very important, though is a violation in maxim of manner .Through this statement he is 

showing his power and is trying to prove his authority. His style is kingly. He is attempting to 

convey that it depends on him and his partner's will, the holding of elections. 
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 This response is a violation of quantity maxim too as it is more informative than required. 

It shows that PM himself is not sure about elections so just to satisfy the caller he has given a 

long yet ambiguous reply. The caller's requirement was only information regarding the time 

frame of upcoming elections. Whereas the answer contains information on the process of 

developing a date sheet for elections. Here perhaps a straight forward reply has been 

intentionally avoided. Because in case of announcing a time table for elections it becomes 

necessary to follow that and if it delays the announcers and their supporters has to face a lot of 

criticism and satire. 

Faisal Rehman: 

 Kal ka incident Gilgit Biltistan ka app ke sammne he eik terf wahan par problem 

Karachi mein sir killing eik dam se zor pakarti hein to Rehman Malik ke statements ati 

hein ke foreign elements shamil hein sir kia hamare paas shwahid mujood hein keh foreign 

elements he aur agr mujood hein jo keh wo claim karte hein to sir kia hum ne kisi platform 

par international level par dikhae hein bat hue he is par . 

PM: 

 Kal cabnet ke doran  mujhe information mili thee keh is kisam ka waqia hua he in 

Gilgit Biltistan jaha keh hamari hakumat he aur immediately main ne furi tor par is 

incident ko condem bhi kia inquiry hold karne ka bhi kaha .aur usi wakt Rehman Malik 

sahab ko hum ne kaha app cabinet chor kar sedha Gilgit Biltistan jain aur unki tadfeen ke 

lia intizamat Karen, Line order situation ko control kare unko compensation den aur unko 

permanent jo highway he uski security enhace Karen special agar police create karni parti 

he to wo Karen app aur ye jo tasar dia gea he wo sectarian he magar iski inquiry ho rahi he 

is main law-enforacemnet agencies bhi inquiry kar rahen hein.I  don’t want to jump to the 

conclusion before the inquary is completed. 

.                                                                                                (URDU) 

 Faisal Rehman the anchor of Waqat News has asked the question about the involvement 

of foreign elements in terrorism but PM has not even touched the answer and has created 

ambiguity while answering . The anchor has raised the burning issue of target killing in Karachi 

but PM has tried to justify the fake performance of his government. He is using whito in order to 

hide the short comings. He is trying to show a strong kind of concern for his public but reality is 

not easy to conceal under the veil of hollow resolutions and instructions. People who expose 

their resolutions before any action they always try to prove the things through words not through 

action .PM is considering himself all in all and authoritative. In the answer he repeats the word 

HUM again and again that keeps a specific kind of context inside it. It seems from his manner as 

a misconception is breading up in his mind that he has the power of bringing into action 

whatever he thinks because he is the backbone of the ruling party. 

Overall Discussion: 

          Gricean maxims if observed or flouted in both cases serve a purpose. Following of 

maxims obviously has its importance however flouting in itself is an art if is intentional. 

Sometimes flouting happens consciously and sometimes unconsciously and therefore it conveys 

meanings different from the literal ones .Often flouting is done purposefully in order to conceal 
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the reality or to produce a pragmatic effect that may be negative like sarcasm or irony. So when 

speakers violate a maxim intentionally they aimed at exposing some thought. 

 Same is this case as researchers have observed that flouting of the maxims of 

conversation has been made here intentionally as well as unintentionally but always with a 

purposeful thought behind it. This conveys meanings quite different from the reality. In either 

observing or flouting maxims there is a specific intention, in PMs conversation ,that is of proving 

himself, justifying his government ,showing his authority .This thing has been grinded in human 

soul. Mr PM is also following the very nature of man by trying to satisfy the criticism in an 

artistic way. 

PM in his first public speech on July 19,2008 at 11:06PM focused on the crises of flour shortage, 

load shedding ,terrorism and extremism, restoration of judges ,economic down slide and above 

all inflation and unemployment in the country and now when four years of his government has 

been passed away he is still boasting off solving the same issues. Which indicates his poor 

performance .Today the condition is that the country is surrounded by the fiery sparks of troubles 

and is burning with problems whereas PM is building castles in the air that we will do this and 

we will do that. The boat of the nation is about to sink and he is singing the songs of restoration . 

 A prime Minister’s status demands that he must be the representative of the emotions and 

feelings of his public but the case of the PM of Pakistan is vice versa. He, instead of favoring the 

public, defends his government, his party and the acting chairman of his party Asif Ali Zadari by 

claiming that they can provide Roti, Kapra, and Makan  to the poor and sobbing public. 

 Nation has suffered from a terrible flood and strong threats of terrorism. Thousand sinless 

and innocent people are murdered in drone attacks but PM is busy in foreign tours and he is 

awaiting for a Christ like figure who will come and save them .Where as his words develop an 

image totally different from reality. In the first flash of camera it seems as he is burning midnight 

oil for his nation .However actually all what he is doing is nothing but playing upon words. By 

using the gift of gab he appears as convincing the furious nation and is completely involve in the 

future of the country. Which is quite contrary to the fact that is he is putting masks on realities by 

using his authority. 

CONCLUSION: 

Reasearchers have concluded from this study that a person at a position where he is held 

answerable always tries to win the favour of his audience. PM here has served as a representative 

of such persons. Some artistic ways are adopted to gain social power and public favour.These 

techniques are used at different levels and since this is political dominance being focused here 

Cooperative Principle and Conversational Maxims are applied to critically analyse: how the 

spoken discourse has been developed to prove dominance and to display personal power and 

effort of satisfying criticism. When observed with a critical eye,the hidden motives become 

apparent which otherwise can remain unacknowledged by common people. 
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